Abstract-In this paper, we propose a distributed protocol to build a logical coordinate system based on the hop counts of each node to four selected landmarks, and the real location information is not needed. Our designed protocol uses the sink node as one of the landmarks and then selects three other sensor nodes near the corners of the sensor network as landmarks. The simulation results show that our proposed protocol has the superior performance in packet delivery ratio, average hop counts among nodes, and communication overhead to previous works.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, advances in microprocessors, low power wireless radio devices, sensing units, and devices smaller in size are making low cost and multifunctional sensor nodes more available. These tiny sensor nodes also make the deployment of densely distributed sensor networks for a wide area possible. Many applications are designed for very large scale sensor networks and extend the ability to monitor the real world, such as environment monitoring applications, military operations, biological observations and other useful applications. Since most applications will produce lots of sensing data, the main functions of sensor nodes are aggregating the huge amount of the sensing data to the sink nodes (base stations) in a multi-hop manner. Geographic routing [1] , [2] , [3] is a location-based routing protocol and it uses greedy forwarding as its basic rule to route the packets to the destination. Nodes look up its neighbor table and deliver the packets to the closest neighbor to the destination. Many geographic routing protocols [1] , [2] , [3] have been proven to provide extreme performance improvement over existing routing protocols. With location information, routing protocols can accomplish good performance and conserve battery energy of sensor nodes. Therefore, geographic routing is very suitable for large scale sensor networks. One important reason geographic routing can work efficiently and correctly is that sensor nodes have accurate real location information. Individual node locations play a key role in forwarding decision. Geographic routing protocols have been shown to be correct and efficient with exact location information. With location errors, geographic routing may find the wrong node to pass the packets, and it has been shown that errors in node location information lead to routing failures [4] , [5] . In [4] , the authors show that even small location errors (10% of the radio range or less) can in fact lead to incorrect geographic routing results and noticeable degradation of performance. Harsh environment and imperfect hardware can cause location inaccuracy even without node mobility. Real location information usually can be acquired by using Global Positioning System (GPS) or location estimation algorithms [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . Attaching a GPS receiver to each node may not be a good solution because of the following reasons. First, the GPS technology cannot get 100% accurate real location information, the position error might still be 10 20 meters [9] , and this position error may be larger than the distance of two nodes. Second, the GPS signal would be affected by weather, topography, the satellite coverage, and the obstructions in the path of satellite signals. These factors cause location inaccuracy and GPS cannot work indoors. Third, it is expensive to equip GPS chips or devices for each small sensor node in a large scale sensor network. Finally, sensor nodes are powered by batteries, and the GPS devices may consume power heavily causing the sensor nodes to die quickly. Another way to acquire real locations for wireless sensor nodes is to use location estimation protocols. These algorithms mostly use measurements of signal strength [8] , Angle of Arrival (AOA) [10] , Time of Arrival (TOA) [7] , Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) [7] , [11] , and Distance Vector (DV) based algorithm [9] . Most of them assume that GPS receivers are available at some nodes, or the positions of some nodes are known a prior, these nodes are so called reference (beacon) nodes, and let all other nodes derive their positions from these reference nodes. Some location estimation algorithms [8] use received signal strength indicator (RSSI) technique assuming that radio model is ideal; this assumption is strong and is not true in the real environment. Therefore, to assign each node an accurate location is a challenge issue in wireless sensor networks. Due to the reasons mentioned above, the logical coordinate system based on hop counts is proposed. Nodes only maintain hop counts to a small number of landmarks (or anchors) and do not need the real location or other information. Previous works [13] , [14] , [15] have shown that the logical coordinate system can support standard geographic routing efficiently in large scale sensor networks. In this paper, we propose a distributed protocol to construct a logical coordinate system based on four landmarks (anchors). We assume the sensor nodes are deployed in a rectangle-like area and the sink node is placed in one of the corners of the rectangle. Our designed protocol uses the sink node as one of the landmarks, and then selects three other sensor nodes near the corners of the sensor network as landmarks. The logical coordinate vector consists of hop counts to four landmarks, and a node can make greedy routing decision by using its logical coordinate vector. Simulation results show that the logical coordinate system constructed by our protocol can support geographic routing efficiently and has comparable performance to previous works [13] , [14] . Our protocol also has less flooding overhead compared with VCap, which does not use the trading time technique [13] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the preliminaries and related works. In section 3, we will describe our logical coordinate assignment protocol. Section 4 shows the performance results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5.
II. PRELIMINARY AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, we first introduce the logical coordinate system and geographic routing. Then, we review some logical coordinate systems which are based on hop counts to landmarks.
A. Logical coordinate system
The main concept of logical coordinate system is that each node maintains hop counts to a small number of landmarks (or anchors). These hop counts form a vector, called logical coordinate vector. For example, in Fig. 1 , four landmarks, W, X, Y, Z and 16 sensor nodes are deployed in the network. Every landmark generates a control packet containing its own ID and a hop counter. By flooding this packet to the entire network, each node acquires a hop count to all landmarks with the logical coordinate vector (w, x, y, z). The logical coordinate vector of node A is (3, 4, 4, 3) . It means that node A is three hops away from landmark W, four hops away from landmark X, four hops away from landmark Y, and three hops away from landmark Z.
The logical coordinate system has features described as follows. First, logical coordinate has no absolute relations with real locations of sensor nodes. It can reflect the true connectivity between nodes in the sensor network graph, rather than real distance. For example, physical obstacles can easily prevent two geographically close nodes from communicating directly, causing them to be far apart in the logical coordinate system. Second, the dimensionality of the logical coordinate vector is determined by the number of landmarks. In [14] , the simulation result shows that selecting an appropriate number and positions of landmarks can reach a good packet delivery ratio and make it possible to eliminate the existence of voids or obstacles in the logical coordinate system despite their existence in the physical place. Increasing the number of landmarks can improve robustness with respect to the geographic routing protocol, but it would also increase the flooding overhead. Third, at a high enough network density, coordinates propagate as circular coronas centered on the initiator landmark. In Fig. 2 , nodes with first hop centered on landmark X resemble a circle with radius equal to the communication range. Nodes with second hop also resemble a circular corona centered on landmark X, and the radius is equal to the first hop plus communication range. Fourth, the number of landmarks must be larger than 2.
The authors in [13] show that if two landmarks are deployed in the network, there would exist the situation that zones symmetric to the directrix connecting to two landmarks have the same logical coordinate vector. As shown in Fig. 3 , nodes in zones A and B share the same logical coordinate. If the destination is in zone A, the forwarding algorithm may route the packet to zone B. In Fig. 4 , by adding another landmark X, zones A and B apart can be identified. Finally, the logical coordinate system does not assure that each node has a unique logical coordinate vector. A node may share the same logical coordinate with its neighbors in the same zone. In Fig. 4 , nodes in zone A share the same logical coordinate (2, 4, 4) . While applying geographic routing over the logical coordinate system, one node chooses the neighbor whose logical distance from destination is the smallest, as the relay node. In the logical coordinate system, the logical distance D between two logical coordinate vectors A and B is defined as follows:
where A i and B i are elements in vectors A and B, respectively. Each node needs to maintain its neighbors' logical coordinate for choosing the best relay node greedily. In addition to greedy forwarding rule, a simple backtracking technique also can be used to improve routing performance [14] .
B. Related works
Many algorithms are proposed to construct a coordinate system in wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. Those protocols can be classified into two categories: One is to find the logical (or relative) coordinate [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . The goal of finding a logical coordinate system is to find an embedding of the nodes into multi-dimensional space that result in the same neighbor relationships as the underlying network. The second is to find absolute coordinate [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . The goal of an absolute coordinate system is to determine the real location of all the nodes. In this paper, we are interested in the logical coordinate system. In the following, we would like to introduce some previous works on the logical coordinate system. The authors in [12] and [17] proposed connectivity-based [18] approaches to construct a logical coordinate system. Particularly, in [12] , logical coordinates can be transformed into absolute ones if sufficient landmarks are available. The main shortcoming of these protocols is that they are based on centralized approaches which are not quite feasible for a large wireless sensor network scenario. In addition to connectivity based approaches, hop counts based approaches are also proposed by several researchers. In [?] , the goal of the work is to propose a distributed protocol of coordinate assignment which aims at assigning the sensor nodes with logical coordinates. The key idea of [15] is to use a relaxation algorithm that associates a logical coordinate to each node. The virtual coordinate are then used to perform geographic routing. The approach in [15] can construct a coordinate system to support standard geographic routing efficiently, but the communication overhead and memory cost are quite heavy. The authors in [14] propose a scalable logical coordinate framework in wireless sensor network. The main concept of the logical coordinate framework is to maintain hop counts to a small number of landmarks. These hop counts form a vector which is the logical coordinate vector of the node. Nodes work on the relative logical coordinate system and run a geographic routing protocol while transmitting packets. A backtracking mechanism is also proposed to improve the packet delivery ratio, in the paper. The authors also investigate the effect of the number of landmarks and their positions on routing performance. The simulation results show that, in a square network, four landmarks put in the corners (4-corner case) of the network can reach almost 100% packet delivery ratio, which is the same results achieved with the 6-corner case. If the landmarks are randomly placed, even when the number of landmarks is more than 4, the routing performance is worse than the 4-corner case. It means that the proper positions and number of landmarks can reach the balance of performance and flooding overhead. The disadvantage of the work in [14] is that the positions of landmarks are controllable. This is not applicable in a real sensor network. Unlike [14] , the authors in [13] proposed a distributed protocol to identify three landmarks. At the end of the protocol, each node is assigned with a triplet of logical coordinate vectors. In this protocol, a sink node (or any node designed for this protocol) will initiate the protocol, and the protocol uses four phases to identify the three landmarks. In the first phase, the sink node floods a message containing a hop counter to the whole network. In the second phase, each node compares the hop count to sink node with neighbors within two hops to determine whether it is the candidates of the first landmark. Those candidates will generate a control message containing their ID and a hop counter and flood the packets to the entire network. In the following two phases, nodes use the existing hop counts acquired from previous phases to elect other landmarks in sequence. In this protocol, many global flooding will occur in the last three phases because many candidates are selected locally. To reduce the number of broadcasts overhead, the authors use a trading time technique [13] for communications and only four global flooding are needed. This technique can reduce considerable flooding overhead, but it needs the entire network to be synchronized. As is known, synchronization protocol is not an easy problem to solve in the real sensor networks [19] . Furthermore, using such a technique in each phase would require a time close to n x 2t (t is the time needed to propagate a message throughout the entire network, n is the number of nodes in the network) to complete in the worst case. Our work proposes a distributed algorithm to find landmarks which are near the corners of a sensor network and to assign each node a logical coordinate vector in the network. We use a simple protocol to reduce the number of global flooding rather than the trading time technique used in [13] . In addition, twohop neighbors' information is needed in [13] ; in our protocol, nodes only need to collect one-hop neighbor's information. In a large scale wireless sensor network, the memory and communication costs of constructing two-hop neighbor tables are much higher than constructing one-hop ones. Thus, our protocol has less memory and communication overhead than the protocol proposed in [13] .
III. LOGICAL COORDINATE ASSIGNMENT (LCA) PROTOCOL
In this section, we present a logical coordinate assignment protocol (LCA) to select four landmarks which are located near the corners of the network. According to the simulation results in [14] , four landmarks put in the corners of the network can reach almost 100% packet delivery ratio. Using more than four landmarks only brings limited improvement and will incur more communication overhead. Therefore, our protocol is designed to find four landmarks which are located as near the corners of the network as possible. Each sensor node in the network will then be assigned a fourdimensional logical coordinate vector without any real location information. A logical coordinate system based on hop counts to the landmarks can be established and can support geographic routing efficiently without the GPS device. Our protocol consists of four phases: W-Phase, X-Phase, Y-Phase, and Z-Phase. In the first phase, W-Phase, we treat the sink node as landmark W, and deploy it at one of the four corners in the sensor network. This is reasonable because once the network is deployed; the placement of the sink node can be decided by our will. Initially, landmark W will generate a W msg packet and broadcast this message to its neighbors; the W msg packet includes its ID, a hop counter (initial set to 0), and W threshold. The W threshold is used to select landmark X in the next phase. When a node receives the W msg packet, it increases the hop count by one and rebroadcasts the packet to its neighbors. Each node will keep the information of the smallest hop count packet while receiving multiple W msg packets. At the end of W-Phase, each node will be assigned a hop count to landmark W, called w coordinate. In the second phase, X-Phase, a node will be selected as landmark X which is the farthest node to landmark W in the network. Assume a sensor network is bounded in a rectangle and the edge lengths of the rectangle are m and n for long side and short side, respectively. The parameter, W threshold, represents the minimum hop counts from landmark W to its diagonal of the network as shown in Fig. 5 . That is,
where T x Ranger is the transmission range of the radio. In X-Phase, each node will first broadcast its w coordinate to one-hop neighbors if its w coordinate is larger than or equal to W threshold. Then every node can determine whether it is a candidate of landmark X. A node will become a candidate if its w coordinate is maximum within one-hop neighbors. Note that, if two nodes have the same w coordinate value, we select the node with smaller ID as a candidate. Since the candidate is decided locally by each node, there may exist more than one candidate of landmark X. Therefore, each candidate node will flood a control packet (W local msg) to the network and find one of the candidates as the landmark X. The control packet includes candidate node's ID, w coordinate, and a TTL (time to live). Since the w coordinate of any candidate is larger than or equal to W threshold, the control packets only need to forward to the nodes whose w coordinate W theshold. For example, in Fig. 6 , it is assumed that the W threshold is 14 and nodes 55 and 65 are the candidates of landmark X. Both nodes 55 and 56 will flood W local msg packet to the network. Any node with w coordinate smaller than W threshold will drop the received control packet. Each node will also drop the received control packet if the packet's w value is smaller than one of the previously received one. Such local flooding can reduce a large number of control packets overhead in X-Phase. After a predetermined time period T x , the node with maximum w value will find that it is the landmark X, where T x is equal to T T L × t (t is the time needed to broadcast a packet from a node to its neighbors). In our simulations, TTL = (W threshold / 2) is enough to obtain good results. The selected landmark X will flood an X msg control packet including its ID, w value, and a hop counter (initial set to zero) to the whole network. Each node will obtain its x coordinate from the control packet. For example, in Fig. 6 , node 55 will consider that it is the landmark X after finishing the local flooding. After executing the X-phase, each node can obtain its w and x coordinates as shown in Fig. 7 . We can find that the value of w + x of nodes near the center of the network are smaller than those near the corners of the network. In the third phase, Y-Phase, we would like to choose the landmark Y located in the upper-left or lower-right corner. Therefore, the possible candidates of the next landmark are located in a banding zone of the network from upper-left to lower-right corners. This banding zone can be defined as a set of nodes which their coordinates w and x satisfy the following equation: w = x or w = x ± 1. For example, we randomly deploy 500 nodes in a 1000 m x 1000 m network; a banding zone is shown in Fig.  8 . Each node belonging to the banding zone will broadcast its coordinate to one-hop neighbors. A node will become a candidate of landmark Y if its x + w value is maximum among its one-hop neighbors.
Like in X-Phase, there are more than one Y candidates in the banding zone. For example, in Fig. 9, nodes 483, 331, 152 , and 45 are candidates of the landmark Y. To select one of them as the landmark, each candidate floods a Y local msg control packet containing its ID, w, and x coordinates to the network. Nodes located in the banding zone will rebroadcast the control packets. When each node receives a Y local msg packet, the node will discard the control packet if the packet's w + x value is smaller than the previously received one. If two nodes have the same w + x value, the node ID is used to break the tie. After a predetermined time T y , the node with the maximum w + x will claim that it is the landmark Y. Note that, T y ≥ y max × t, where y max is the w value of landmark X in the network. Then the landmark node will flood a control packet Y msg containing its ID and a hop counter (initial set to 0) to notify all the nodes. And each node can get a y coordinate from the control packet. In Fig. 9 , node 483 will become the landmark Y since its sum of w and x is the maximum in the banding zone.
In the last phase, Z-Phase, the landmark Z is the farthest node to the landmark Y. Thus, the candidates of the landmark Z are located in the same banding zone with landmark Y. When a node receives the Y msg packet, it has a hop count to the Y landmark. Each node in the banding zone broadcasts its y coordinate to one-hop neighbors. The node that has the maximum y value among its one-hop neighbors becomes the candidate of the landmark. Note that, if two nodes have the same y coordinate value, the node ID is used to break the tie. Similarly, each candidate node will flood a control packet Z local msg containing its ID, y coordinate, and a TTL. In our simulations, TTL = 2 is enough. Each candidate node waits 2t time periods to determine whether it is the landmark Z. Then the landmark Z floods a control packet Z msg including its ID and a hop counter (initial set to 0) to notify all the sensor nodes and each sensor node can get a z coordinate. Finally, the landmarks W, X, Y, and Z and each node can acquire a logical coordinate vector which consists of w, x, y, and z. Although some nodes might not receive the control packets sent from some landmarks, they can fill their logical coordinate vector by exchanging the coordinate data with its one-hop neighbors. Then, the logical coordinate system is constructed completely and geographic routing can be applied in the system. We will show the performance of our proposed protocol by simulations in the next section.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section we evaluate the performance of our proposed protocol (LCA) through simulations. We implemented our protocol in Glomosim [20] , a discrete event simulator developed by UCLA. We consider that sensor nodes have no mobility and are distributed uniformly in a 1000 m x 500 m rectangle. The number of nodes is from 150 to 900. Each node has the same transmission range of 100 m. The propagation delay is 1 µs. The simulation results are computed as the average of 100 runs. We have three experiments in our simulations. First, we measure the packet delivery ratio of greedy forwarding [7] in the logical coordinate system built by our protocol, LCA and VCap (without trading time technique), proposed in [13] and the 4-corner case in [14] . We also evaluate the routing performance while sensor nodes use accurate real coordinate system. We do not use any mechanism like backtracking in [14] to improve the routing performance because we want to show the superiority of the logical coordinate system. Second, we evaluate the average path length with the logical coordinate system constructed by LCA and previous works and evaluate the real coordinate system. Finally, we compare the flooding overhead (in number of packets) and completion time of LCA and VCap with and without the trading time technique for the purpose of studying the communication overhead as two protocols constructing the logical coordinate system.
A. packet delivery ratio
In our simulations, we apply simple geographic routing based on logical and real coordinate systems. We randomly choose 100 pairs of sources and destinations. We carefully control the time which each source node generates a routing packet in order to avoid too many routing pairs at the same time. This action decreases the probability of collisions and helps us to evaluate the packet delivery ratio more precisely. The simulation results in Fig. 10 show that, while the network density (average number of neighbors of each node) increases, the reachability of the four logical and real coordinate systems also increases and almost reaches 100%. In general, the routing performance with real coordinate performs better than the four logical coordinate systems. In the situation of low density, our logical coordinate system has more than 90% reachability, very close to the performance of the 4-corner case in [14] ; VCap has poorer performance than others while network density is low. We found that the logical coordinate system have better performance than the real coordinate system in very low density. This is because logical coordinate can reflect the real connectivity of nodes.
B. Average packet length
In this section, we evaluate the average path length with the four logical and real coordinate systems. In Fig. 11 , the results show that the real coordinate system has the shortest average path length. This is because sensor nodes can get more precise information while routing to the destination for real coordinate. From the simulation results, we can know that the average path lengths of four logical coordinate systems are 10% longer than the real coordinate system. Our coordinate system has longer path length than that of VCap in low network density. With the network density increases, the average path lengths of LCA and 4-corner case are shorter than that of VCap.
C. Flooding overhead
In this section, we evaluate the flooding overhead of LCA and VCap with and without trading time technique which is measured by the number of control packets sent during the simulation period. In Fig. 12 , our protocol needs more flooding packets than VCap with trading time technique. The result shows that LCA needs more control packets than the VCap with trading time. This is because our protocol has additional local flooding in the last three phases. In our observation, the cost of local (and banding zone) flooding is acceptable. As expected, we can see that VCap without trading time technique needs much more flooding overhead than LCA while the number of nodes increases. This is because many global flooding occurred in the last three phase of VCap protocol without trading time technique.
D. Execution time
Finally, we evaluate the execution time of LCA and VCap spending to construct the logical coordinate system. In particular, we evaluate the time of VCap with and without trading time technique. In Fig. 13 , the execution time of our protocol is slightly higher than VCap without trading time technique. In Fig. 14, we show the execution time of LCA and VCap with trading time technique. We can observe that the average execution time of VCap with trading time technique increases as the number of nodes increases. The VCap with trading time technique takes much more time than our protocol LCA. In each phase of VCap with trading time technique, it may take a time close to n × 2t in the worst case as we mentioned in section 3. On the other hand, the execution time of LCA is only affected by the network size.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we presented a distributed protocol to build a logical coordinate system based on hop counts to landmarks. Nodes make routing decision with their logical coordinates, not real ones. The main idea of our protocol is to use a distributed protocol to identify four landmarks where each one is as near the corner of the network as possible and assign each node a logical coordinate vector. Simulation results show that the packet delivery ratio with our logical coordinate system is almost 100% and very close to the 4-corner case in [14] and the real coordinate system. The real coordinate system has shorter average path length than the logical coordinate system. Our LCA protocol has better routing performance than that of VCap in low network density. Moreover, the communication overhead of our protocol LCA is lower than VCap without trading time technique. Although the communication overhead of our protocol is a little higher than the VCap with trading time technique, the execution time of VCap with trading time technique is much higher than our protocol.
